A subgrid-scale model based on coherent structures, called the Coherent Structure Smagorinsky Model (CSM), has been applied to a large eddy simulation to assess its performance in the prediction of wind pressure distributions on buildings. The study cases were carried out for the assessment of an isolated rectangular high-rise building and a building with a setback (both in a uniform flow) and an actual high-rise building in an urban city with turbulent boundary layer flow. For the isolated rectangular high-rise building in uniform flow, the CSM showed good agreement with both the traditional Smagorinsky Model (SM) and the experiments (values within 20%). For the building with a setback as well as the actual high-rise building in an urban city, both of which have a distinctive wind pressure distribution with large negative pressure caused by the complicated flow due to the strong influence of neighboring buildings, the CSM effectively gives more accurate results with less variation than the SM in comparison with the experimental results (within 20%). The CSM also yielded consistent peak pressure coefficients for all wind directions, within 20% of experimental values in a relatively high-pressure region of the case study of the actual high-rise building in an urban city.
Introduction
Large eddy simulation (LES) generally shows good performance for the prediction of any turbulent flows. As is well known, LES solves large eddies on a grid scale (GS) and has been shown to implicitly account for small eddies using a subgrid-scale model (SGS model). The most-used SGS model is the Smagorinsky model (SM) [1] . The SM is determined using a model parameter. However, its model parameter must be changed to represent different turbulent flows such as a homogeneous isotropic turbulence, a turbulent mixing layer, or a turbulent channel flow.
Some SGS models have also been proposed to improve the weaknesses of the SM. A well-known SGS model is the dynamic Smagorinsky model (DSM) proposed by Germano et al. [2] that self-adjusts the model parameter using a dynamic approach. However, its parameter model often becomes negative and highly fluctuates in space and time, causing numerical instability.
To overcome this drawback, several models have been proposed. Ghosal et al. [3] proposed a dynamic localization model with the clipping operation. Meneveau et al. [4] proposed a Lagrangian averaging along the path line for the dynamic model. They are applicable to complex geometrical applications [5] ; however, it still takes more computational time [4] .
A number of local SGS models have been developed to offer several advantages over the SM. Yoshizawa et al. [6] suggested a nonequilibrium fixed-parameter SGS model and showed that the
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SGS Models
In LES, the momentum equation is filtered with the grid filtering operator (-) as follows:
where x, t, u, p, ρ, and ν are the spatial coordinate, time, velocity vector, pressure, density, and kinematic viscosity, respectively. δ ij is the Kronecker delta, and τ ij and τ a ij denote the SGS stress tensor and the traceless SGS stress tensor, respectively. The SM and CSM are examined in the present study.
In the SM [1] , the traceless SGS stress tensor based on the eddy viscosity concept is defined by the following equation:
2 S S ij , S = 2S ij S ij , S ij = 1 2
where C is the model parameter, ∆ is the filter width, and S ij is the velocity strain tensor. The Smagorinsky constant C S as C S = √ C is used hereafter. Because the model parameter is always positive, the simulation of the SM can be stably carried out. However, the SM has some flaws [9] [10] [11] [12] . The Smagorinsky constant must be changed depending on the flow field; for example, C S = 0.2 for homogeneous turbulences and C S = 0.1 for turbulent channel flows. The wall damping function is also required to modify the eddy viscosity both at the wall and near the wall. The explicit van Driest wall damping function f = 1 − exp(−y + /25) is the most commonly used function. Within this function, the wall coordinate y + commonly results in high computational cost for large-scale models with unstructured meshes.
In the CSM, the traceless SGS stress tensor is determined by Equation (4) . However, the model parameter C is locally determined based on the coherent structure as follows [9] :
with C CSM = 1 22 (6)
where C CSM is a fixed model constant, F CS is the coherent structure function defined as the second invariant Q normalized by the magnitude of a velocity gradient tensor E in a GS flow field, and F Ω is the energy decay suppression function. W ij is the vorticity tensor in a GS flow field. The wall damping effect is introduced by the coherent structure function F CS , which reflects the behavior of the second invariant Q [9] . Moreover, F CS and F Ω have definite upper and lower limits [12] . Therefore, the CSM has small variance in the model parameter and the simulations performed using the CSM are more stable than the simulations that use other SGS models.
In addition, it should be noted that the second invariant Q is a useful parameter usually used to visualize the vortex structures in a wind flow field. Hence, the CSM has a quality that effectively assimilates the distinctive vortex structures separately from the buildings that cause the dominant wind pressures acting on the building surfaces.
Numerical Methods
In the present study, we used the pisoFoam solver from the open-source software OpenFOAM-2.0.0 [24] to solve the filtered governing equations for the LES. The discretization of the solver is based on the finite volume method of a cell-centered unstructured mesh.
For the numerical schemes, the linear scheme was used as a default to calculate the interpolation of values typically from cell centers to face centers (specified by "interpolationSchemes {default linear;}" in OpenFOAM). An implicit second-order backward scheme was used for the time derivative term (specified as "ddtSchemes {backward;}"). A second-order central difference scheme was used for the convective term (specified as "divSchemes {Gauss linear;}"). A Gaussian integration with linear interpolation was used for the gradient terms (specified as the default by "gradSchemes {Gauss linear;}"). A Gaussian integration, in which the surface normal gradient was specified by a limiter for the nonorthogonal correction, was used for the diffusion term (specified as "laplacianSchemes {Gauss linear limited 0.333;}"). Although assessing the numerical schemes for the accuracy of the simulation is attractive, the numerical dissipation from the second-order central difference scheme for the convective term [25] is also a valuable topic, but it is to be explored in further studies.
The momentum equation for velocity and the Poisson equation for pressure were solved using the linear equation solvers of the Biconjugate Gradient (BiCG) method and the Algebraic Multigrid (AMG) method, respectively. The Pressure-Implicit with Splitting of Operators (PISO) method was adopted for the pressure-velocity coupling of the transient flow calculations. A nonorthogonality correction was also used to modify the accuracy and stability of the diffusion term on the nonorthogonal meshes.
For the SGS models of LES, we used the SM in OpenFOAM with the default parameter in which the estimated Smagorinsky constant Cs was 0.13, and the explicit wall damping function was of the van Driest type. The CSM was developed as new code based on Equation (5) and the SM implementation code.
Furthermore, we used the wall-resolved LES (without using any wall layer models). The wall boundaries of the computational domains were set as no-slip boundaries. The finest grid size was small enough to have two grids within the viscous sublayer (more details in Phuc et al. [26] ). However, target buildings in this study had rectangular shapes with sharp edges. For the cases of the building shapes, the separation points are generally fixed at the sharp edges and corners. Practically, there is not much Reynolds number dependence, and it is not critical for predicting the flow in the separation area of these buildings in comparison with others-for example, a circular cylinder or an airfoil.
Numerical Simulation for Isolated Buildings in Uniform Flow
Experiments for Validation
Two types of experiments-wind pressure experiments and particle image velocimetry (PIV) experiments in a uniform flow-were carried out to measure the wind pressure distribution on the building models and the flow fields around them. The experiments were done in a 104 m long wind tunnel at the Shimizu Corporation, Tokyo, Japan. The measurement section is 3.5 m wide and 2.5 m in height. Figure 1 shows pictures of the experimental setups. The building models were set up on a flat plate (width: 1 m; length: 1.8 m), which acted as a virtual foundation with a leading edge that was processed into a streamlined shape. The wind profile on the flat plate was examined using a hot-wire anemometer. It had a uniform flow with a wind speed of U 0 = 10 m/s, and its turbulence intensity was less than 0.2%.
There were two target buildings: an isolated high-rise rectangular building called R01 (B/D/H = 2:1:2) with a height of 50 m, and a building with a setback, referred to as SBL. Herein, the building SBL constituted of a high-rise part based on the building R01, and a low-rise part which was packed closely featuring a building setback. The test models of the buildings were made of acrylic plastic at the scale of 1:250. Table 1 and Figure 2 describe the geometries of the building models.
Experiments were conducted with a wind direction normal to the building. The Reynolds number (Re = U 0 B/ν, B = 0.2 m) was about 112,000. For the pressure experiments, 412 pressure taps were concentrated at one side of the roofs and the walls (roof surfaces: R1 and R2; wall surfaces: W1 and W2) to measure the external wind pressure acting on the models. It was adequate to measure only one side due to their structural symmetries as shown in Figure 2 . Experimental data were recorded for 8 s at a sampling frequency of 1000 Hz, and the variation of both the mean and peak pressures during the recorded time was less than 5%. The wind pressures of the roof and wall surfaces were statistically summarized: the peak pressure coefficients were estimated using a moving average with a window of one second of real time.
For the PIV experiments, the system consisted of a high-speed digital video camera (Plantom V7, maximum frame rate: 4800 frames/s, effective pixels: 800 × 600, sensor type: SR-CMOS), a double-pulse Nd:YAG laser (Lee Laser Inc., Orlando, FL, USA, average power 50 W, the power of the laser pulse is 19 mJ), a laser pulse synchronizer, and a tracer particle generator (PivPar40, oil mist with particle diameter: 1 µm). The tracer particles were discharged downstream of the building model and circulated inside the wind tunnel to create a uniform particle distribution. In order to manage the experimental conditions to be consistent with the pressure experiments, the laser sheet was precisely adjusted with high-intensity power. The video camera recorded for 3 s at a frame rate of 4000 frames/s due to PIV system limitations. The 4000 images taken each second were grouped into 2000 consecutive pairs, and each pair was used to calculate the flow field information. Figure 3 shows the planes that were chosen for the PIV experiments. The regions A1, A2, and A3 were used to examine the flow field at the central cross section of the models. The region B1 was 5 mm away from the wall surface W1 in order to examine the flow field near its corner. Figure 4 shows the computational domain which was 3 m wide, 6 m long, and 2.5 m high, including the flat plate and building model. The inflow condition was set as a uniform flow of U 0 = 10 m/s. The outlet boundary was an open boundary with an inletOutlet condition [24] . The walls of the building model and the flat plate were no-slip boundaries. The other boundaries were slip boundaries. Meshes were generated using the snappyHexMesh system from OpenFOAM [24] . Figure 5 depicts the entire mesh in the plane view, the surface meshes of the building model R01 and SBL in the vicinity, and a close-up of their corners. A fundamental mesh was constructed with a mesh size of 2 mm near the building model, then stretched out with factors of 1.005 in the upstream and 1.03 in the downstream x directions, 1.07 in the y direction, and 1.07 in the z direction. Then, the mesh cells were refined for two further levels to achieve a high resolution around the building model in which the nearest mesh size ∆ was 0.5 mm. The total mesh cells for each model numbered about 570 million. Table 2 describes the calculation conditions. LESs with the SM and the CSM were carried out. The results obtained from these SGS models were verified by comparison with experimental results, mainly to clarify the performance of the CSM. Time steps ∆t were 1 × 10 −4 , 5 × 10 −5 , and 2.5 × 10 −5 (s), corresponding to the approximated Courant numbers (Cr = U 0 ∆t/∆) of 2.0, 1.0, and 0.5, respectively. The simulations were conducted using the 6144 parallel CPUs in "The K Computer", which was the world's first-ranked supercomputer of the TOP500 Supercomputers in 2012. Peak pressure coefficients of the building models were calculated from the results of a real-time 1.0 s moving average-the same as the average calculated in the experiment. 
Computational Model and Calculation Conditions
Results and Discussion
Pressure Coefficients of Buildings
This section discusses the mean and negative peak pressure coefficients, which are important parameters for the assessment of building cladding design. Here, the wind pressure coefficient C p is calculated as follows:
where p 0 and U H are the reference pressure at a 1.4 m height above the building and the wind speed at the eave height of the building, respectively. In this case, the inflow condition was set as the uniform flow, so the wind speed U H is equal to U 0 = 10 m/s. Figure 6 shows the distributions of these coefficients for the buildings R01 and SBL in uniform flow. In comparison with the building R01, the building SBL has a specific pressure distribution on the sidewall surface with an unexpectedly large mean pressure coefficient of −1.3 and a negative peak pressure coefficient of −3.0 at its corner. Figure 7 shows the mean and negative peak pressure coefficients obtained from LES using the SM and the CSM for the buildings R01 and SBL in comparison with the experimental results. For the building R01, the pressure coefficients of the SM and CSM are very similar and consistent with the experimental results (values within 20%). For the building SBL with a specific pressure distribution and large pressure coefficients, the SM results show quite a large difference from the experimental data in both positive and negative wind pressure regions. However, the CSM shows good agreement with the experimental results (within 20%). Figure 8 shows the mean and negative peak pressure coefficients obtained from both the experiments and LES using the CSM with a Courant number, Cr, of 2.0, 1.0, or 0.5, respectively, for the buildings R01 and SBL. The pressure coefficients calculated using the CSM are consistent with the experimental results for both buildings. Decreasing the Cr caused the simulated mean and negative peak pressure coefficients to more closely match the experimental results. In particular, the mean pressure coefficient of −1 or less, and negative peak values of −2 or less, agreed well with the experimental values. A three-dimensional visualization was also done to clarify the flow field structure around the buildings. The mean streamline estimated from the results of the CSM is shown in Figure 10 .
For the building R01 (Figures 9a and 10a) , a well-known horseshoe vortex is found in the vicinity of the lower part of the front of the building. A strong flow separation is generated from the leading edge of the roof surface, and they seem to behave independently. In the building SBL (Figures 9b and 10b) , two vortices formed in front of the lower and upper parts of the building. The former vortex is a horseshoe vortex. The latter vortex is generated by the complex interaction of the flow field separated from the leading edge of the lower roof, and the downward flow at the windward wall of the upper part of the building. As a result, this vortex becomes larger than the other ones. In addition, the flow separation at the upper part of the leading edge of the roof (Figure 9b ) is slightly weaker than the flow separation from the building R01 (Figure 9a ). In the plane 5 mm from the sidewall (Figure 9d) , an upward flow with strong vorticity is also found near the corner of the sidewall W1 that generated a distinctively complex flow. Furthermore, these vortices and the flow separations of the building SBL (Figure 10b ) seemingly interfere with each other more than do those from building R01 (Figure 10a ). Figure 11 shows the profiles of the mean velocities and partial enlarged views calculated using the SM and CSM (Cr = 2.0) in comparison with the PIV results across the planes A1, A2, and A3 in both buildings R01 and SBL. For building R01, as shown in Figure 11a ,b, a boundary layer is developed on the flat plate in the region x/D = 1.0-3.5. The behavior of the horseshoe vortex in the lower part of the front of the building is in the region x/D = 0-1.0. The region after x/D = 0 corresponds to the flow separation at the leading edge of the roof. The overall profiles calculated using the SM and the CSM are almost the same in these regions. For the building SBL, the region of x/D = 0.0-3.5 (Figure 11c,d) is the interference region of the vortices and the flow separation. The SM under-predicts this region, but the CSM shows good agreement with the PIV experiments. In particular, the CSM gives a profile with a level of accuracy similar to the PIV results in the region of the large vortex. As discussed in Section 2, the model parameter of the CSM is defined by the second invariant Q which is a quantity to describe the vortex structures. It appears that the CSM might reflect the vortex behaviors and simulate well the interference between the vortex and the flow separation in the complex flow field. Even at high computational model resolutions, the SGS model could affect the results of the velocity profiles. Furthermore, the results of the CSM for both buildings R01 and SBL, for Courant numbers of 2.0, 1.0, and 0.5, are also plotted in Figures 11 and 12 . When the Cr is reduced, the predictions for the planes A3 and B1 are slightly closer to the PIV results.
Numerical Simulation for a High-Rise Building in an Urban City with Turbulent Flow
Validation Experiments
In this section, an actual high-rise building with a height of 100 m (D/B/H = 1:2:3) with uneven surfaces is investigated. Herein, the building is constructed in a dense urban area in which medium-rise buildings are packed closely together. The pressure experiment was carried out at a scale of 1:400. Figure 13 shows the experimental setup and the test model inside the 104 m long circuit boundary layer wind tunnel at the Shimizu Corporation, Tokyo, Japan. The test section is 3.5 m wide and 2.5 m high.
The approaching flow field was generated using spires and roughness blocks to satisfy the flat suburban terrain with few medium-rise buildings, of Category III according to the Architectural Institute of Japan [27] . During the experiment, the wind tunnel fan's rotation was constantly controlled to maintain an approximate mean wind speed, U H , of 11 m/s at the test model eaves height (H = 0.25 m), which corresponds to a basic wind speed of 36 m/s in terms of real-time conversion. The vertical wind profile at the center of the turntable was measured using a hot-wire anemometer. The mean wind profile was examined using a power law of exponent, α, of 0.2 and longitudinal wind turbulence intensity, I u , of 15% at the eaves height, H, of the building. The Reynolds number (Re = U H D/ν, D = 0.085 m) of the experiment was about 52,000. Data logging equipment was used to measure the external pressures acting on the target building at 234 different points on the wall surfaces, arranged in 9 layers at different heights. The measurements were carried out for 36 wind directions at 10 degree intervals. Experimental data were recorded for about 30 s at a sampling rate of 1000 Hz, corresponding to five data samples in each ten-minute record in terms of real-time conversion (one sample for each ten-minute record is 6 s in experimental time). The external wind pressures measured on the wall surfaces were used to estimate the mean, standard deviation, and largest positive and negative peak pressure coefficients of the target building. The peak pressure coefficients, which are required for building wall cladding assessment, were moving-averaged using five samples, corresponding to a real-time moving average window of 0.5 s. The results for the 60 degree wind direction are discussed in detail in this paper due to the strong influence of neighboring buildings on this wind direction.
Computational Models and Calculation Conditions
A 30 m long computational domain was constructed to conscientiously model the wind tunnel measurement section including spires, block roughness, and buildings as shown in Figure 14 . Two meshes with different resolutions (Meshes A and B) were generated using the snappyHexMesh system [24] . Figures 15 and 16 show the surface mesh of the spire and roughness blocks, the building model in the vicinity, and an enlarged view of the top corner for a wind direction of 60 degree. The fundamental meshes of the snappyHexMesh system (Level 0) were generated at a mesh size with dimensions 64 mm × 64 mm × 32 mm for Mesh A, and 32 mm × 32 mm × 16 mm for Mesh B. Then, the mesh cells around the target building were refined to achieve a high resolution (Level 7) in which the smallest mesh cell size was 0.5 mm for Mesh A, and 0.25 mm for Mesh B. The total numbers of cells in Meshes A and B were about 140 million and 1.1 billion, respectively.
The boundary conditions are shown in Figure 14 . The inflow condition is a uniform velocity U = 15 m/s in order to obtain a wind velocity at the eaves height, U H , of 11 m/s-the same as in the wind tunnel experiment. The outlet boundary is an open boundary with an inletOutlet condition [24] . The walls of the building model and wind tunnel are no-slip boundaries. Table 3 describes the calculation conditions. Firstly, LES was performed with two SGS models: the SM and the CSM were carried out for Meshes A and B for a wind direction of 60 degree. The results obtained from these SGS models were verified by comparison with the experimental results. Next, the simulations for all wind directions (36 wind directions at 10 degree intervals) were conducted for one sample corresponding to a ten-minute record when converted to real time. Statistical data such as the largest peak pressure coefficients for all wind directions were evaluated. Hence, the peak pressure coefficients were estimated from the samples of a real-time 0.5 s moving average, as was the case in the experiment. By using OpenFOAM, a simulation of 6 s (corresponding to one sample in each ten-minute record when converted to real time) with Mesh A for each wind direction took about 20 days for the CSM and 40 days for the SM in terms of computational time using 768 parallel CPUs of "The K Computer". It was found that the calculation of the wall coordinate y + for the SM in OpenFOAM using the wave propagation method resulted in a significantly higher computational cost due to the complex geometry of the unstructured mesh and the large-scale computational domain of several hundred million mesh cells. Figure 17 illustrates the vertical profiles of the mean wind speed, turbulence intensity, and power spectrum densities of the three wind components (longitudinal component u, lateral component v, and vertical component w) as obtained at the center of the turntable for the case of Mesh A without buildings. Because of the precise modeling of the wind tunnel measurement section, the mean wind profile and turbulence intensities calculated using both the SM and the CSM show very good agreement with the experimental values and also agree with the profiles of the Architectural Institute of Japan [27] . The experimental and calculated power spectral densities are compared with the Karman spectrum. Although the experimental power spectrum densities of the wind components are consistent with the Karman spectrum, the calculated results are significantly lower in the high-frequency region, where the normalized frequencies are less than 2 on account of the fineness of the computational mesh. 
Results and Discussion
Wind Flow Characteristics
Flow Fields around the Target Building
In order to understand the flow fields around the target building, the contours of the mean wind speed around the target building at heights z = 0.2H, 0.5H, and 0.9H for the 60 degree wind direction, as obtained from LES using the SM and the CSM with Mesh A, are shown in Figure 18 . Moreover, Figure 19 shows the mean streamline and instantaneous Q-criterion isosurface (Q = 300,000) obtained from the three-dimensional visualization. The flow field around the target building is greatly deformed in the vertical direction. At height z = 0.2H, the flow field substantially follows the street due to the influence of the densely packed surrounding buildings. However, the influences of the upstream and downstream adjacent medium-rise buildings are remarkable at the height z = 0.5H. Separated shear layers generated from the target building and adjacent buildings are strongly coupled and greatly deformed. At height z = 0.9H, which exceeds the height of the adjacent medium-rise buildings, the flow field is the same as the typical flow field around an isolated building. As a result, a complex three-dimensional flow with strong vortices separated from the leading edges is formed due to the strong influence of the windward neighboring buildings. We compared the results of the SM and CSM models as shown in Figure 18 and found a difference in the separated shear layers generated from the target building and its adjacent buildings. The CSM gives a larger flow separation than the SM in the situation. It seems that the SM underestimated the flow field in the separation area. Related to Figure 19 , this separation area has a strong effect from the vortex separated from the leading edges. The CSM, whose model parameter is defined from the Q-criterion as a quantity for description of the vortex structure, takes into account the effect of the vortex behavior. Therefore, it may simulate the situation well. Figure 20 shows the mean pressure coefficients of the target building as estimated from the experiments. The figure also shows the coefficients estimated from one sample obtained using LES with the SM and the CSM with different meshes. A distinctive pressure distribution is found on the front wall, W1, in which a strong positive pressure coefficient occurs at the upper right portion, while a negative pressure coefficient occurs at the lower left portion. This can be understood from the flow field around the target building due to the strong influence of the adjacent buildings mentioned above. Generally, the CSM gives a better pressure distribution than does the SM in comparison with experimental data. Figures 21 and 22 show a comparison of the mean and largest negative peak pressure coefficients between the experimental results (values within 20%) and LES for the first sample, averaged from three samples or five samples. We found that the variation of the SM is large, and that the CSM gives more accurate results and less variation than does the SM. Using a finer mesh (Mesh B) yields better results, which are especially consistent with experimental results (discrepancy of less than 20%) in the relatively high-wind-pressure region that is important in building cladding assessments. Moreover, it is interesting to compare the average results from all samples with the first sample's results for the SM and CSM predictions. When using the SM as shown in Figures 21a and 22a , it is evident that the variation of the first sample is more scattered than the variation in the value averaged from the three samples. When using the CSM, as shown in Figures 21b and 22b , the variations averaged from three samples or five samples are quite similar to the variation of the first results. As a result, we suggest that the CSM is an effective method for understanding coherent structures within a flow field. Figure 23 shows the mean, standard deviation, and largest positive and negative peaks of the pressure coefficients averaged from five samples, obtained from the experiments and LES using the CSM with Mesh A at heights z = 0.2H, 0.5H, and 0.9H. Whereas the coefficients of the walls W2 and W3 are almost the same, the values for wall W1 differ in the vertical direction. A large negative peak value is found on the medium-rise section (z = 0.5H) on wall W4. The simulation results show good agreement with the experimental results.
Pressure Coefficients of the Target Building for a Specific Wind Direction
Pressure Coefficients of the Target Building for All Wind Directions
The previous section discussed the CSM results for a specific wind direction. Commonly, the wind pressure distributions on a building in an urban area change according to the wind direction and depend on the influence of different neighboring buildings. To assess the universality of the CSM for predicting wind pressure distributions on a building, similar mesh generations and simulations for all 36 wind directions at 10 degree intervals were conducted. Figure 24 shows the largest positive and negative peak pressure coefficients estimated from all 36 wind directions, as estimated from the experiments and LES using the CSM (Mesh A) for the first sample. The calculated peak pressure coefficients are consistently within 20% of the experimental values in the relatively high-pressure region-the same as the results for the specific wind direction as shown in the previous section. Furthermore, the consistent accuracy of these results is found to be at least similar to or less than the wind tunnel coefficients of variation (COVs) as discussed by Tamura and Phuc [20] in their assessment of the variation in a series of wind tunnel test results.
In addition, Figure 25 shows these peak pressure coefficients at the heights z = 0.2H, 0.5H, and 0.9H. The numerical simulation results show quite a good agreement with the experimental results. 
Conclusions
Case studies using LES have been carried out to investigate the performance of the CSM in predicting the wind pressure distributions on buildings in various flow fields. Comparison between the SM results and experimental results led to the following conclusions:
1.
For an isolated rectangular building in uniform flow, the flow field around the building is generated by the horseshoe vortex and separated flow. Both SM and CSM show good agreement with the PIV results in the flow separation region as well as in the horseshoe vortex regions. The wind pressure coefficients calculated using both SM and CSM consistently agree with the experimental results (values within 20%).
2.
For an isolated building with a setback in uniform flow, a complex flow field is generated by a distinctive large horseshoe vortex interfering with the separated flow from the lower roof. A large negative pressure coefficient is found at the corner of the sidewall, near the interfered-with area. Although using the SM results in under-prediction, the predictions made using the CSM show good agreement with the PIV results for the flow field. This means that the CSM with the model parameter based on the coherent structure reflects the vortex behaviors and simulates well the complex flow fields due to the strong interference of the vorticities and flow separations. The CSM results also showed much better performance than the SM results for the wind pressure distribution on this building, being within 20% of the experimental results. 3.
For a high-rise building in an actual urban city with a turbulent boundary layer flow, we found that a strong three-dimensional complex wind flow occurs due to the strong influence of neighboring buildings, including interference of vortices and separated flows. We also found a distinctive wind pressure distribution that had strong positive and negative pressures simultaneously occurring on the front wall of the target building. The CSM also gives more accurate results with less variation than the SM, being within 20% of experimental results.
In addition, LES with the CSM was conducted for all wind directions. The calculated largest positive and negative peak pressure coefficients were consistently in good agreement with experimental results (within 20%) in the relatively high-pressure region, at least similar to or less than the COVs of the wind tunnel test results [20] .
Furthermore, it should be mentioned again that LES solves large eddies/vortices on a grid scale (GS), and takes account of small eddies on a sub-grid scale (SGS) using an SGS model. The difference between the SM and the CSM is only a model parameter of an SGS model. This model parameter is determined by a Smagorinsky constant for the SM, but is specifically determined by a second invariant parameter for the CSM which could describe the effect of the vortex structures from the GS.
From the results of the case of an isolated rectangular building, it is found that the SGS models are not sensitive to the flow field around the building (including the horseshoe vortex and separated flow). The grid size is seemingly small enough for LES to resolve the flow field in the GS, or the effect from the small eddies in the SGS is not so dominant. From the results of the case of an isolated building with a setback as well as the case of a high-rise building in an actual urban city, the CSM showed better performance than the SM. This implies that the small eddies become more activated in the flow fields of the interference of the vortices and separated flows. The activation is found to be related to the vortex structures from the GS.
It could be useful to investigate the contribution of the CSM parameters to understand these flow fields, or to develop a much more appropriate SGS model. However, this remains for future studies.
